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1. Introduction
Let A D Taij U be an adjacency matrix of a given tree T with n > 3 vertices. Note
that A is a symmetric .0; 1/ matrix with all aii D 0. Let Sn be the set of n n per-
mutation matrices, and let RnC" D fx D .x1; : : : ; xn/t: 0 6 x1 6    6 xng; i.e., the
set of nonnegative vectors in Rn with entries arranged in nondecreasing order. We
study the following optimization problem.
Problem 1.1. Given an adjacency matrix A of a tree with n vertices, determine con-
ditions for the existence of P 2 Sn such that for all x 2 RnC"
x tP tAPx > x tQtAQx 8Q 2 Sn; (1)
and characterize P if it exists.
We give a complete solution to Problem 1.1, and use it to solve the following
related problem, in which we denote the maximum eigenvalue of a real symmetric
matrix B by max.B/.
Problem 1.2. Given an adjacency matrix A of a tree with n vertices, determine con-
ditions for the existence of P 2 Sn such that for all D D diag .d1; : : : ; dn/ with d1 6
   6 dn
max
(
PDP t C A > max(QDQt C A 8Q 2 Sn;
and characterize P if it exists.
Note that if P exists, then it is independent of the values of di . We write the max-
imum value of max.PDP t C A/ for P 2 Sn as max max.PDP t C A/. It is some-
times convenient to change the inequality in Problem 1.2 to the equivalent form
max
(
D C P tAP  > max(D CQtAQ 8Q 2 Sn;
which entails reordering the rows and columns of A or equivalently relabelling the
vertices of T.
Special cases of Problem 1.2 have been studied in the literature. Motivated by
results concerning nonuniform strings [7] and the Shrödinger operator [1], atten-
tion has focussed on matrices of the form LCD, where L is the discrete Lapla-
cian, namely, L D 2I − A, where A is the (tridiagonal) adjacency matrix of a path
graph. Ashbaugh and Benguria [1, (7.1)] found the permutation matrix P that gives
max max.PDP
t C L/. Since PDP t C L is similar to P.D C 2I/P t C A via a sig-
nature (diagonal orthogonal) matrix, their problem is basically the same as Problem
1.2, where A is the adjacency matrix of a path. Specifically, they proved [1, (7.1)]
the following result where, by the symmetry of a path, there are two solutions, with
a maximum di placed at a center vertex of the path.
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Theorem 1.3. Let A D Taij U be the adjacency matrix of a path graph with n verti-
ces, i.e., aij D 1 if ji − j j D 1; and 0 otherwise. Then for all D D diag.d1; : : : ; dn/
with d1 6    6 dn; max max.PDP t C A/ occurs for P 2 Sn so that PDP t D
diag.d1; d3; d5; : : : ; d6; d4; d2/ or diag.d2; d4; d6; : : : ; d5; d3; d1/.
A careful study of the proofs in [1] reveals that the authors actually solve Problem
1.1 on maximizing a quadratic form when A is restricted to be the adjacency matrix
of a path. Specifically, we can restate [1, Lemma 2.1] as follows.
Theorem 1.4. Let A D Taij U be the adjacency matrix of a path graph with n vertices,
i.e., aij D 1 if ji − j j D 1; and 0 otherwise. Suppose P is a permutation matrix such
that
P tAP D
2
6666666666666664
0 0 1
0 1 0
1
.
.
.
1 0
.
.
.
1
1
0 1 1
1 1 0
3
7777777777777775
;
i.e., the .i; j/ entry of P tAP is 1 if ji − j j D 2 or i C j D 2n− 1; and 0 otherwise.
Then for all x 2 RnC"
x tP tAPx > x tQtAQx 8Q 2 Sn:
For the path graph, the problem of determining max max.PDP t C A/, where
D has exactly one nonzero entry that is equal to a given t > 0 was solved in
[3]. The method used in [3] relies on results in [6] where this restricted prob-
lem was considered for general A, and was shown to be equivalent to determining
max max.PDP
t C A/, where D is any nonnegative real diagonal matrix with trace
D D t .
A relation between our two problems is given by the following proposition, from
which it follows that if P is a solution to Problem 1.1, then P is a solution to Problem
1.2. The proposition is proved for any nonnegative symmetric matrix, and thus holds
in particular for an adjacency matrix A.
Proposition 1.5. Let B be an irreducible nonnegative symmetric matrix. Suppose
P 2 Sn is such that for all x 2 RnC"
x tP tBPx > x tQtBQx 8Q 2 Sn:
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Then for all D D diag .d1; : : : ; dn/ with d1 6    6 dn
max
(
PDP t C B > max(QtDQC B 8Q 2 Sn:
Proof. The matrix QtDQ C B is essentially nonnegative. Thus, for any Q 2 Sn,
by Perron Frobenius and Rayleigh Ritz (see, e.g., [5, Theorems 8.4.4 and 4.2.2])
there is a positive unit eigenvector x D .x1; : : : ; xn/t such that max.QtDQ C B/ D
x t.QtDQC B/x. Let Qx be obtained from x by rearranging its entries in nondecreas-
ing order. Then
x t
(
QtDQC Bx 6 x tQtDQx C Qx tP tBP Qx
6 Qx tD Qx C Qx tP tBP Qx
6 max
(
PDP t C B:
The first inequality is from the definition of P, the second from the ordering of the
diagonal elements of D, and the third from Rayleigh Ritz. 
In this paper, we give a complete solution for Problem 1.1, which leads (by Prop-
osition 1.5) to a corresponding solution for Problem 1.2. We do not know whether a
solution to Problem 1.2 always guarantees a solution to Problem 1.1.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present and prove our main
theorem using several lemmas that are of independent interest. In Section 3, we give
a characterization of the trees for which there exists a solution to Problem 1.1, and
illustrate this with three families of such trees with n vertices. These examples show
that every tree with at most five vertices has a solution to both problems, and that
for exactly one tree with six vertices there is no solution. Some related results are
given in Section 4; these include a duality statement so that our results can be used
to solve the dual problem of minimizing the smallest eigenvalue of matrices of the
form PDP t C A. Some graph theoretic terms are used in our discussion, and the
reader is referred to [2,4] for standard terminology.
2. Optimal permutation matrix
In this section, we prove the following extension of Theorem 1.4, which yields
the solution of Problem 1.1. If A is the adjacency matrix of a given tree T, then
so is P tAP for all P 2 Sn. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume
that P D I . In the following theorem, we solve Problem 1.1 by characterizing the
adjacency matrices A such that for all x 2 RnC"
x tAx > x tQtAQx 8Q 2 Sn:
Theorem 2.1. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a tree T with vertices f1; : : : ; ng
labelled according to the row indices of A. Then for all x 2 RnC"
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x tAx > x tQtAQx 8Q 2 Sn; (2)
if and only if the following conditions hold:
(I) The row sums of A, which are the degrees d1; : : : ; dn of the vertices of T, satisfy
d1 6    6 dn.
(II) If A D LC Lt; where L is in (strictly) lower triangular form, then
L D
2
66666666666666666666664
drC1−1z }| {
0    0
drC2−1z }| {
0    0   
dn−1−1z }| {
0    0
dnz }| {
0    0 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
0    0 0    0    0    0 0    0 0
1    1 0
1    1 0 0
.
.
.
:::
0 1    1 0
1    1 0
3
77777777777777777777775
 1
:::
:::
 r C 1
:::
:::
:::
 n
with all zero rows preceding all nonzero rows, where r > 2 is the number of
leaves in the tree T.
Note that in general it is possible to have more than one permutation P such that
(1) holds for all x 2 RnC". Nevertheless, by Theorem 2.1, the adjacency matrices
giving the maximum in (1) are always in the form satisfying conditions (I) and (II),
and thus are all equal.
We first prove the necessity part of Theorem 2.1. The proof depends on the follow-
ing lemma, where A.1/ denotes the submatrix of A with row and column 1 deleted.
Lemma 2.2. Given any real n n matrix A, suppose that for all x 2 RnC"
x tAx D max x tQtAQx: Q 2 Sn}:
Then for all y 2 Rn−1C"
y tA.1/y D max y tRtA.1/Ry: R 2 Sn−1}:
Proof. For any y 2 Rn−1C" it follows that
0
y

2 RnC":
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Hence, for any R 2 Sn−1
y tA.1/y D

0
y
t
A

0
y

>

0
y
t (T1U  RtA.T1U  R/0
y

D y tRtA.1/Ry: 
Proof of the necessity part of Theorem 2.1. Assuming that for all x 2 RnC"
x tAx > x tQtAQx 8Q 2 Sn;
we first prove condition (I), i.e., if k1 < k2 are two vertices of the tree T, then
deg.k1/ 6 deg.k2/. For i D 1; 2, define
ui D
u =D k1; k2I u 6 k1; u is adjacent to ki};
vi D
u =D k1; k2I u > k1; u is adjacent to ki}:
Then for i D 1; 2
deg.ki/ D

ui C vi; .k1; k2/ is not an edge,
ui C vi C 1; .k1; k2/ is an edge.
Consider
x D
 k1z }| {
1; : : : ; 1; 1 C "; : : : ; 1C "
!t
;
where " > 0: Let Q 2 Sn correspond to the transposition interchanging k1 and k2.
Then
x tAx D 2(xk1.u1 C .1C "/v1/C xk2.u2 C .1C "/v2/C D
and
x tQtAQx D 2(xk2.u1 C .1C "/v1/C xk1.u2 C .1C "/v2/C D;
where D contains all terms not involving exactly one of xk1 and xk2 . Hence,
0 6 x tAx − x tQtAQx D 2.xk2 − xk1/
(
.u2 − u1/C .1C "/.v2 − v1/

;
which implies
.u2 − u1/C .1C "/.v2 − v1/ > 0:
Letting "! 0 gives deg.k2/− deg.k1/ > 0, thus condition (I) holds and (since ev-
ery tree has at least two leaves) vertices one and two of T are leaves.
Next we prove condition (II) by induction on n. The statement is clear if n D 3.
Assume that the statement is true for n− 1, and let A be n n, where n > 4. As
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vertex 1 is a leaf, it follows that A.1/ is the adjacency matrix of the tree T nf1g. By
Lemma 2.2, we can apply the induction assumption on A.1/ to conclude that A.1/
satisfies condition (II), and hence A.1/ D L1 C Lt1, where
L1 D
2
6666666666664
0    0 0    0    0    0 0    0 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
0    0 0    0    0    0 0    0 0
1    1 0
1    1 0 0
.
.
.
:::
0 1    1 0
1    1 0
3
7777777777775
 2
:::
:::
 r2
:::
:::
:::
 n
with .r2; 2/ being the position of the unique nonzero entry in the first column. Note
that the rows and columns of A.1/ are indexed by 2; 3; : : : ; n.
Now
A D
2
6666666664
0 0    0 1 0    0
0
:::
0
1 A.1/
0
:::
0
3
7777777775
D
2
6666666664
0 0    0 1 0    0
0
:::
0
1 L1 C Lt10
:::
0
3
7777777775
:
Hence, A can be written as LC Lt, where
L D
2
6666666664
0 0    0    0
0
:::
0
1 L1
0
:::
0
3
7777777775
with .r1; 1/ being the position of the unique nonzero entry in the first column. We
claim that r1 D r2 or r2 − 1 and consequently A satisfies condition (II). First, let
Q 2 Sn correspond to the transposition that interchanges r1 and r2. Then
x tAx D 2.x1xr1 C x2xr2/C D
and
x tQtAQx D 2.x1xr2 C x2xr1/C D;
where D contains all terms not involving exactly one of x1 and x2.
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Hence, letting x D .1; : : : ; n/t,
0 6 x tAx − x tQtAQx D 2.xr2 − xr1/.x2 − x1/ D 2.r2 − r1/.2− 1/;
and thus r1 6 r2. If r1 6 r2 − 2, note that from L1 we have degT nf1g.s/ D 1 for
2 6 s 6 r2 − 1. Therefore,
degT .r1/ D degT nf1g.r1/C 1 D 2 > 1 D degT nf1g.r2 − 1/ D degT .r2 − 1/;
which contradicts condition (I). As a result, r1 D r2 or r2 − 1. 
The proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 2.1 is more intricate. In particular,
we need to replace conditions (I) and (II) by some other conditions that are more
convenient to use. First of all, it is not difficult to verify that conditions (I) and (II)
are equivalent to condition (I) and th following condition .II0/.
.II0/ If .r1; s1/ and .r2; s2/ are two positions of nonzero entries in A such that r1 > s1
and r2 > s2; then r2 > r1 implies that s2 > s1.
We are going to describe another set of conditions equivalent to conditions (I) and
(II), and the description requires the following definition.
Let Tk1; k2; : : : ; ks U denote a path in a tree T connecting the vertices k1; k2; : : : ; ks .
A maximal path in T is a path that cannot be extended to a longer path. A path in T
is thus maximal if and only if the two end vertices are leaves in T. It will be shown
in Lemma 2.4 that conditions (I) and (II) are equivalent to condition (I) and the
following condition .II00/ in terms of the maximal paths in the tree T (cf. Theorem
1.3).
.II00/ If Tk1; k2; : : : ; ksU is a maximal path in T labelled according to the row indices
of the adjacency matrix A, then either
k1 < ks < k2 < ks−1 <    or ks < k1 < ks−1 < k2 <   
Note that either of the chains of inequalities in .II00/ holds if and only if the
submatrix of A lying in rows and columns with indices k1; ks; k2; ks−1; : : : or
ks; k1; ks−1; k2; : : : ; respectively, is in the form displayed in Theorem 1.4.
The following technical lemma is needed to prove that conditions (I) and (II) are
equivalent to conditions (I) and .II00/.
Lemma 2.3. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a tree T with vertices f1; : : : ; ng
labelled according to the row indices of A. If A satisfies condition (II), then the fol-
lowing are true:
(a) If Tk1; : : : ; ksU is a subpath of T, then for any 1 < r < s; either k1 < k2 <    <
kr or kr > krC1 >    > ks and, in particular, either k1 < kr or kr > ks .
(b) If i < j are vertices in T and k, l are adjacent to i, j, respectively, such that k and
l do not lie on the unique path in T connecting i and j, then k < l.
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Proof. Note that if Tk1; k2; k3U is a subpath of T, then the .k1; k2/ and .k3; k2/ entries
of A are 1. Since no column of A has two 1’s below the diagonal, then either k1 < k2
or k3 < k2. Now suppose Tk1; : : : ; ksU is a subpath of T and 1 < r < s. Applying the
previous argument to Tkr−1; kr ; krC1U gives kr−1 < kr or krC1 < kr . If kr−1 < kr ,
then consider Tkr−2; kr−1; kr U; Tkr−3; kr−2; kr−1U; : : : ; Tk1; k2; k3U giving k1 < k2 <
   < kr ; if krC1 < kr , then consider Tkr; krC1; krC2U; TkrC1; krC2; krC3U; : : : ; Tks−2;
ks−1; ks U giving kr > krC1 >    > ks . Hence, condition (a) is proved.
Given i; j; k; l as in condition (b), applying condition (a) to the subpath
Tk; i; : : : ; j; lU with kr D j gives k < i < j . If l > j , then condition (b) is proved, so
suppose l < j . Then .i; k/ and .j; l/ are two nonzero entries of A below the diagonal
with i < j , hence k < l, and condition (b) is proved. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a tree T with vertices f1; : : : ; ng
labelled according to the row indices of A. Then conditions (I) and (II) are equivalent
to conditions (I) and .II00/.
Proof. Suppose condition (I) holds.
(II) ) .II00/: Consider a maximal path Tk1; : : : ; ksU in T. If k1 < ks , then
relabel the path as Tv1; v3; : : : ; v4; v2U; if k1 > ks , then relabel the path as Tv2; v4; : : : ;
v3; v1U. We claim that v1 < v2 <    < vs and thus .II00/ follows. By construction,
v1 < v2. As v2 is a leaf but v3 is not, v2 < v3 because the row sums of A are
nondecreasing. Let k be the largest integer such that v1 < v2 <    < vk . If k D s,
then the claim is proved. Otherwise, assume k < s. Note that Tvk−1; vkC1; : : : ; vkU
is a subpath and hence either vkC1 > vk or vkC1 > vk−1 by Lemma 2.3(a). In the
latter case, .vkC1; vk−1/ and .vk; vk−2/ are nonzero entries in the strictly lower
triangular part of A and vk−1 > vk−2, so we have vkC1 > vk by condition (II). Hence,
v1 <    < vk < vkC1, contradicting the definition of k. Thus, our claim
is proved.
.II00/) (II): Suppose that .r1; s1/ and .r2; s2/ are positions of nonzero entries of
A with r2 > r1 > s1 and r2 > s2. Considering a maximal path γ containing .r1; s1/
and .r2; s2/, and the submatrix of A corresponding to γ as in condition .II00/, gives
s2 > s1. Thus, condition .II0/ is true. Since conditions (I) and (II) are equivalent to
conditions (I) and .II0/ as already stated, the result follows. 
To utilize condition .II00/ in the proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 2.1, we
need to understand the relation between a quadratic form x tAx and a given maximal
path γ in T. This motivates the following partition of the matrix A according to γ and
some lemmas associated with it. Let k be a vertex in T, and let d.k; γ / be the length
of the path joining k to a vertex in γ . Set Pj D fk: d.k; γ / D j g for j D 0; : : : ;m,
where m D max16k6n d.k; γ /: Then fP0; : : : ;Pmg forms a partition of the vertex
set f1; : : : ; ng. Let ATPj IPkU be the submatrix of A lying in rows and columns
indexed by elements in Pj andPk , respectively.
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For example, the adjacency matrix A given by2
6666666666666664
0 1 1 j 1 1 j 0
1 0 0 j 0 0 j 0
1 0 0 j 0 0 j 0
− − − − − − − −
1 0 0 j 0 0 j 0
1 0 0 j 0 0 j 1
− − − − − − − −
0 0 0 j 0 1 j 0
3
7777777777777775
illustrates the partition P0 D f1; 2; 3g, P1 D f4; 5g and P2 D f6g with respect to
γ D T2; 1; 3U, and the properties (a)–(f) in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. For the partitionP0; : : : ;Pm defined above, the following are true:
(a) If j > 1; then ATPj IPj U D 0:
(b) If jj − kj > 1; then ATPj IPkU D 0:
(c) For j D 0; : : : ;m− 1; every column in ATPj IPjC1U has exactly one 1.
(d) For j D 1; : : : ;m− 1; each row sum of ATPj IPjC1U is one less than the corre-
sponding row sum of A.
(e) The two rows in ATP0IP1U corresponding to the two leaves in γ are 0. Every
other row sum of ATP0IP1U is two less than the corresponding row sum of A.
(f) If A has nondecreasing row sums, then so does ATPj IPjC1U for j D 0; : : : ;
m− 1.
Proof. (a) For j > 1, no two vertices in Pj are adjacent, otherwise there is a cycle
in T.
(b) If there exists a vertex v 2 Pk adjacent to a vertex w 2 Pj , then by the con-
struction of the partition, either v 2 PjC1 or v 2 Pj−1.
(c) No two vertices in Pj can be adjacent to the same vertex in PjC1, otherwise
a cycle exists in T; and each vertex in PjC1 is adjacent to one vertex in Pj .
(d) For 1 6 j 6 m− 1, each vertex k in Pj is adjacent to deg.k/− 1 vertices in
PjC1. Note that each vertex is adjacent to one vertex in Pj−1.
(e) Each vertex k in P0, except the two leaves, is adjacent to deg.k/− 2 vertices
in P1. Note that each vertex, except the two leaves, is adjacent to two other vertices
inP0.
(f) Suppose r and s are in Pj . If the row sum of A corresponding to r is greater
than or equal to that corresponding to s, then by property (d) if j =D 0 or by property
(e) if j D 0, the row sum in ATPj IPjC1U corresponding to r is greater than or equal
to that corresponding to s. 
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Lemma 2.6. Given positive integers p 6 q and 0 6 m1 6    6 mp such that m1 C
   Cmp D q; consider the p  q matrix
BD
2
666666664
m1z }| {
1    1
m2z }| {
0    0   
mp−1z }| {
0    0
mpz }| {
0    0
1    1
.
.
. 0
0 1    1
1    1
3
777777775
:
Then for any x 2 RpC" and y 2 RqC"
x tBy > x tP tBQy 8P 2 Sp and 8Q 2 Sq :
Proof. Write Px D .f1; : : : ; fp/t and Qy D .gt1; : : : ; gtp/t; where gi is a vector of
length mi for i D 1; : : : ; p. Let 1 6 i < j 6 p. Then
x tP tBQy D f1
 m1z }| {
11   1

g1 C    C fi
 miz }| {
11    1

gi
C    C fj
 mjz }| {
11    1

gj C    C fp
 mpz }| {
11   1

gp
is maximal only if for all i < j , fi 6 fj and the sum of the entries of gi is not
larger than the sum of the entries of gj . The latter is true if y 2 RqC", hence the result
follows. 
We are now ready to present:
Proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 2.1. Suppose A satisfies conditions (I) and
(II), or equivalently by Lemma 2.4, conditions (I) and .II00/. Let x 2 RnC". Consider
the set
S.x/ D  OP 2 Sn: x t OP tA OPx > x tQtAQx 8Q 2 Sn}:
If I 2 S.x/ for every x 2 RnC", then the result holds. So suppose that there exists
x 2 RnC" such that I =2 S.x/. For notational simplicity, we let S D S.x/. Define, for
each OP 2 S,
b. OP/ D min t: OPet =D et};
where e1; : : : ; en are the standard orthonormal basis vectors of Rn. Let QP 2 S satisfy
b. QP/ > b. OP/ for all OP 2 S. We will show that there exists R 2 S with b D b. QP/ <
b.R/, which gives the desired contradiction, and thus I 2 S for all x 2 RnC".
Choose a maximal path γ in T containing b and c, where QPeb D ec. Note that
b < c. With γ , construct the partitionP0; : : : ;Pm as above Lemma 2.5. If .v1; w1/
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and .v2; w2/ are two nonzero entries of ATPj IPjC1U with v1 < v2, then by the
construction of the partition and the fact that A satisfies condition (II), Lemma 2.3(b)
implies that w1 < w2. Using Lemma 2.5(c), it follows that ATPj IPjC1U is in row
echelon form. By condition (I) and Lemma 2.5(f), ATPj IPjC1U is in row echelon
form with nondecreasing row sums.
Given y 2 Rn, let yPj be the vector obtained from y by retaining in order the
entries corresponding to the indices in Pj . We define a vector z as follows. For
j D 0; : : : ;m, let Qj be a permutation matrix such that
Qj
( QPx
Pj
D zPj
is in nondecreasing order. Let R 2 Sn be such that Rx D z D .z1; : : : ; zn/t.
To prove R 2 S, i.e., x tRtARx D x t QP tA QPx; note that by Lemma 2.5(a) and (b),
x tRtARx D ztAz D ztP0ATP0IP0UzP0 C 2
m−1X
jD0
ztPj ATPj IPjC1UzPjC1 :
Since γ is a maximal path, by .II00/ and Theorem 1.4,
ztP0ATP0IP0UzP0 >
( QPxt
P0
ATP0IP0U
( QPx
P0
:
Also since ATPj IPjC1U is in row echelon form with nondecreasing row sums, by
Lemma 2.6,
ztPj ATPj IPjC1UzPjC1 >
( QPxt
Pj
ATPj IPjC1U
( QPx
PjC1 :
It follows that
x tRtARx >
( QPxt
P0
ATP0IP0U
( QPx
P0
C 2
m−1X
jD0
( QPxt
Pj
ATPj IPjC1U
( QPx
PjC1
D x t QP tA QPx:
Since QP 2 S, we have x tRtARx D x t QP tA QPx:
To prove b.R/ > b D b. QP/, write QPx D .y1; : : : ; yn/t. By the definition of b,
y1 6 y2 6    6 yb−1 6 yc 6 yj whenever j > b
k k k k
x1 6 x2 6    6 xb−1 6 xb
:
Suppose s < b, s 2 Pj for some 0 6 j 6 m, andPj has indices s1 <    < su with
su D s. Then for sk > su D s
ys1 6    6 ysu 6 ysk :
So the choice of zPj implies zsl D ysl D xsl for sl 6 su D s < b. It follows that we
may take Res D es for s < b. If s D b, then since b and c are in P0, a similar argu-
ment gives
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ys1 6    6 ysu−1 6 yc 6 ysk
for sk > su D b. Our choice of zP0 implies that zb D zsu D yc D xb. It follows that
we may take Reb D eb and thus b.R/ > b contradicting the maximality of b. QP/. 
3. Optimal labelling of trees
An adjacency matrix A of a tree T is said to be an optimal adjacency matrix if it
satisfies conditions (I) and (II). If A is an optimal adjacency matrix, then the tree T
labelled according to the row indices of A is said to have an optimal labelling. The
following result characterizes those trees T that have an optimal labelling.
Theorem 3.1. A tree T has an optimal labelling if and only if it is isomorphic to a
rooted tree depicted with the root at the top level and leaves at the bottom level such
that there are no crossing edges and the following properties are satisfied:
(P1) In each level, the degrees of vertices are nonincreasing from left to right.
(P2) Each vertex in a higher level has degree greater than or equal to that of each
vertex in a lower level.
Proof. ()): Suppose T has vertex set f1; : : : ; ng labelled according to the row in-
dices of an optimal adjacency matrix A. Let vertex n, a vertex with maximal degree,
be the root vertex and put it in the top level. Once a certain level of vertices has been
determined, arrange the vertices in the next level as follows. For each vertex in the
current level starting from the left end, collect the vertices that are adjacent to it and
arrange them in the next level so that their indices are nonincreasing from left to
right. We claim that the resulting tree satisfies properties (P1) and (P2). To this end,
we first prove the following result.
(P3) Any vertex v < n is either on the right of v C 1 or in a level lower than v C 1.
It is true for v D n− 1. Suppose it is true for any vertex u > v C 1. By condition
(II) if v C 1 is adjacent to r > v C 1, then either (i) v is adjacent to r or (ii) v is
adjacent to r − 1. If (i) holds or (ii) holds with r − 1 on the right of r, then v is on
the right of v C 1 by our construction. If (ii) holds and r − 1 is in a level lower than
r, then v is in a level lower than v C 1. Thus (P3) holds.
Now for any vertices u1 and u2 with deg.u1/ > deg.u2/, by condition (I) u1 > u2
and, by considering u2; u2 C 1; : : : ; u1 − 1; u1 and (P3), u2 is on the right or is in a
level lower than u1. Thus, (P1) and (P2) are true, and the claim is proved.
( ): Given a rooted tree with n vertices and (P1) and (P2), label the root vertex as
n. Label the n1 vertices in the second level, the n2 vertices in the third level, and so
on, from left to right, by fn− 1; : : : ; n− n1g, fn− n1 − 1; : : : ; n− n2g, and so on.
Let A be the corresponding adjacency matrix. The row sums of A are nondecreasing
by (P1) and (P2). To prove condition (II), suppose .r1; s1/ and .r2; s2/ are nonzero
entries in A such that r1 > s1 and r2 > s2. Assume that r2 > r1. In the labelled tree,
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either vertex r2 is to the left of vertex r1 (in the same level), and thus s2 > s1 as
there are no crossing edges; or vertex r2 is in a level above vertex r1, and again
s2 > s1. 
Note that (P1) and (P2) together imply that the root is a vertex with maximal
degree, and only the vertices in the lowest (bottom) two levels can be leaves. More-
over, an optimal labelling is a monotone ordering and a minimum degree ordering
(see [4]). Let deg.v/ denote the degree of vertex v in T. The following corollary
follows from properties (I) and .II00/ of an optimal adjacency matrix.
Corollary 3.2. Suppose T has an optimal labelling. Then the following are true:
(a) In any path in T, there cannot be a vertex with lower degree lying between two
vertices with higher degree.
(b) For every maximal path Tk1; k2; : : : ; ks U in T,
1 D deg.k1/ D deg.ks/ 6 deg.k2/ 6 deg.ks−1/ 6   
or
1 D deg.ks/ D deg.k1/ 6 deg.ks−1/ 6 deg.k2/ 6    :
(c) If there exists a unique vertex v with maximal degree, then it is a center of every
maximal path passing through it.
We now use Theorem 3.1 to give optimal labellings for some families of trees.
Example 3.3. Let T be a path with n vertices. An optimal labelling is given by
taking a center vertex as the root with label n; its neighbors in the next level with
labels n− 1; n− 2; their other neighbors in the next level with labels n− 3; n− 4,
respectively; and so on. If n is odd, then both leaves are in the same bottom level; if
n is even, then the lowest leaf with label 1 is one level lower than the leaf with label
2.
Example 3.4. Let T be a star with n vertices. Then an optimal labelling is given by
taking the center vertex as the root with label n, and giving labels 1; : : : ; n− 1 to its
neighbors (leaves) in any order.
Example 3.5. Let T .nIp; q; r/ denote a tree with n > 5 vertices obtained from a
star on q C r C 1 vertices by inserting p > 1 additional vertices on each of q > 1
edges and p − 1 additional vertices on each of the remaining r > 0 edges. Thus,
n D rp C 1C q.1C p/, and T has q leaves in the bottom level with r leaves in one
level higher. Then an optimal labelling for T .nIp; q; r/ is given by taking the cen-
ter vertex of the star as the root with label n, giving labels n− 1; : : : ; n− q to its
neighbors on the edges with p vertices inserted, labels n− q − 1; : : : ; n− q − r to
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its neighbors on the edges with p − 1 vertices inserted, and continuing to label their
neighbors in the same order. If r > 1, the leaves are in the two lowest levels.
Examples 3.3–3.5 can be used to give an optimal labelling for all trees with at
most five vertices, and for four of the six trees with six vertices. For a list of trees
with at most 10 vertices see [2, Appendix, Table 2]. The only tree with three vertices
is a path; there are two trees with four vertices, a path and a star; there are three
trees with five vertices, a path, a star and T .5I 1; 1; 2/. Five of the six trees with six
vertices have an optimal labelling: a path, a star, T .6I 1; 1; 4/; T .6I 1; 2; 1/, and the
tree (not covered by the examples) given in Fig. 1.
Thus by Theorem 2.1, Problem 1.1 (and hence Problem 1.2) has a solution, and all
labellings are characterized for each of the above trees so that the adjacency matrices
satisfy conditions (I) and (II). The one tree with six vertices that does not have an
optimal labelling is listed as 2.11 in [2, Appendix, Table 2]; we will return to this in
Section 4 (see Figs. 2 and 3). Seven of the 11 trees with seven vertices (five of which
are covered by the above examples) have an optimal labelling, and hence have a
solution to Problems 1.1 and 1.2. The remaining four trees with seven vertices that
have no optimal labelling are listed as 2.17, 2.19, 2.21 and 2.22 in [2, Appendix,
Table 2].
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4. Related results
Even if Problem 1.1 does not have a solution, but we know that
maxfx tQtAQx: Q 2 Sng can only occur for Q 2 fP1; : : : ; Pkg, then we have a
corresponding result for Problem 1:2. Here k is usually small compared with nW.
The proof of the following proposition parallels that of Proposition 1.5.
Proposition 4.1. Let A be an adjacency matrix of a tree T with n vertices. Suppose
permutation matrices P1; : : : ; Pk 2 Sn are such that for all x 2 RnC"
max
16j6k
x tP tjAPjx > x tQtAQ 8Q 2 Sn:
Then for all D D diag .d1; : : : ; dn/ with d1 6    6 dn
max
16j6k
max
(
D C P tjAPj

> max
16j6k
max
(
D CQtAQ 8Q 2 Sn:
As discussed at the end of Section 3, there is one tree with six vertices that does
not have an optimal labelling (see [2, Appendix, Table 2, 2.11]). Problem 1:2 (and
hence Problem 1:1) has no solution for this tree. Using Proposition 4.1, we can,
however, narrow our search to two permutations P1; P2 to give max16j62 max.D C
P tjAPj /. In fact, if D D diag .0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1/, then max max.D C P tAP/ occurs
for A labelled according to the tree in Fig. 2. If D D diag .0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 1; /, then
max max.D C P tAP/ occurs for A labelled according to Fig. 3. Note that these are
not optimal labellings since property (P2) is not satisfied.
Problems corresponding to 1:1 and 1:2 can also be considered for symmetric non-
negative matrices or for adjacency matrices of general graphs. For example, we give
the solution to Problem 1:1 (and thus to Problem 1:2) for a class of matrices asso-
ciated with the star graph (cf. [3, Theorem 4]), and for graphs on four vertices that
contain a cycle.
Theorem 4.2. Let
B D

0n−1 u
ut 0

;
where u D .u1; : : : ; un−1/t with 0 6 u1 6    6 un−1. Then for all x 2 RnC"
x tBx > x tQtBQx 8Q 2 Sn:
Consequently, for all D D diag.d1; : : : ; dn/ with d1 6    6 dn
max.D C B/ > max
(
QDQt C B 8Q 2 Sn:
Proof. For any nonnegative x D .x1; : : : ; xn/t, x tQtBQx D 2.Pn−1jD1 ujxnxj /. This
expression is maximized (among all permutations of the entries of x) when x1 6
   6 xn. This gives the first assertion, and the second assertion follows easily from
Proposition 1.5. 
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Example 4.3. There are six graphs with four vertices: two trees; two graphs (the 4-
cycle and the complete graph) for which all P 2 S4 solve Problems 1:1 and 1:2 due
to symmetry; and two others (a 4-cycle with a chord and a kite graph, see 1.5 and 1.6,
respectively, in [2, Appendix, Table 1]). For either of these latter two graphs, max-
imization of the quadratic form in Problem 1:1 gives an optimal labelling when the
adjacency matrix has nondecreasing row sums. Thus, the problems corresponding to
1:1 and 1:2 have a solution for all graphs with four vertices.
We conclude by noting that the minimum of the smallest eigenvalue of matrices
of the form PDP t C A can be obtained from the following duality result. This dual
problem for a path is the main focus of the work in [1,7].
Proposition 4.4. Let A be an adjacency matrix of a tree with n vertices. If for all
D D diag.d1; : : : ; dn/ with d1 6    6 dn
max
(
PDP t C A > max(QDQt C A 8Q 2 Sn;
then for all D D diag .d1; : : : ; dn/ with d1 >    > dn
min
(
PDP t C A 6 min(QDQt C A 8Q 2 Sn:
Proof. Since PDP t C A is signature similar to PDP t − A, it follows that
max.PDP
t C A/ D −min.P .−D/P t C A/, which gives the result. 
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